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No matter your political affiliation, we all benefit from

legislation that strengthens agriculture in North Dakota.

Members of the North Dakota legislation will make

decisions on water management, value-added ag,

livestock development, taxes, local roads, and many

other agricultural issues. All of us have a responsibility

to make sure they understand, and most important,

support our growers. 
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WHAT IS
THE ND CORN

POLITICAL ACTION
COMMITTEE (PAC)?

The ND Corn PAC is a voluntary,

non-partisan political contribution

fund dedicated to helping elect

state candidates who best

represent the interests of corn

growers and those they serve. 



WHY DO WE
NEED ND 

CORN PAC?

Each elected official has a

philosophy and belief system, and

corn grower issues can present

themselves within them. As a ND

Corn PAC contributor, you'll know

that you're helping advance

understanding of our issues and

most importantly, keeping

lawmakers in office who have

demonstrated support for corn

grower policies. 

HOW DOES 
CORN PAC 

BENEFIT ME?

"Corn PAC allows for us to build and
maintain relationships between
legislators and our industry. ND Corn
PAC is non-partisan, support is
rewarded to legislators based off
their voting records on our priority
issues. There's a lot at stake for
agriculture and NDCGA's Corn PAC
facilitates our ability to have an
active role in the political process."

-Kevin Skunes
Arthur, ND
NDCGA Board of Directors

Fair or unfair, elected officials are

our ad-hoc business partners. They

frame the issues, and make

decisions that impact the demand

for our crops, ethanol utilization,

and transportation improvements.   

How can I become a ND Corn

PAC contributor?

Fill out the contribution card below,

indicating your contribution level and return

it to NDCGA. Or visit ndcorngrowers.org for

more information and to contribute online. 

FULL NAME: 

ADDRESS: 

EMAIL: 

PHONE: 

OCCUPATION: 

Enclosed is a check for: 

[  ] $20      [  ] $50       [  ] $200      [  ] $500

[  ] Other: $                                          

Your contribution is used for political purposes and is

not tax deductible as a charitable contribution for

income tax purposes. Participation in ND Corn PAC is

voluntary and you may refuse to contribute without

reprisal.  

Return to: North Dakota Corn Growers Association

                   4852 Rocking Horse Circle S

                  Fargo, ND 58104


